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CHAPTER I

THE BOOK REVIEWS OF FRANCIS THOMPSON

Written over a ten year period, between I896 and 1906, published 
for the most part in the periodicals the ACADEMI and the ATHENAEUM, the 
book reviews of Francis Thompson constitute a major portion of his prose 
works.

A book review is by nature and purpose primarily a piece of journal
ism. The readers of the ACADEMY and the ATHENAEUM read his reviews not 
so much because of who wrote them but rather because of the author about 
whom they were written. Indeed, by far the greater part of the reviews 
were written to fill a contemporary demand for expert judgment on specific 
newly-published books. It is on this ground that we shall first determine 
the merits of Francis Thompson^ reviews. The question is in what way 
and to what extent did Francis Thompson meet and fulfill the requirements 
and demands of book reviewers? To put It briefly* we shall treat of his 
book reviews as book reviews.

What does this book say, and how well is it said* these are the two 
questions to be answered by the reviewer. These questions, in turn, assume 
several qualities in the reviewer* 1 ) that the reviewer has sufficient 
knowledge and experience to grasp what the book in hand does say, 2) the 
reviewer can recognise good and bad poetry, good and bad prose, and can 
judge accordingly, 3 ) that the reviewer can express his judgment effec
tively.



It is to bo expected that the poet would review primarily poets.
This he did. Francis Thompson’s knowledge of English metrics and vers© 
ran far into the practical realm of poetry. He knew what poetry could 
do-— and what it couldn't, not only by reason of theory, but in the light 
of practical experience as well. He was, himself, a poet* "To judge of 
poets is only the faculty of poetsj and not of all poets, but the best, 11 

writes Ben Jonson (1). This is most surely ture in the matter of 
appreciation by the critic of those qualities that most make a poem 
poetry. Any expert in the field of psychology with a minimum of exper
ience as to the ways of poetic language might pass a competent judgment 
on the validity of the emotions portrayed in a poem. But unless the 
psychologist is also a poet his criticism will never have that apprecia
tion of the poet as a poet. He will never be able to grasp, much less 
praise, those things about a poet that makes him a poet. He will always 
deal with the poet in terms of psychology, rather than in terms of 
poetry. It Is not his psychology, nor his metaphysics, nor his politics 
that sets a poet apart from other men— it is his poetry. And to write 
not merely coupetent criticism, but to write as well an appreciative 
criticism is best done perhaps by one who knows poetry from both ends. 
This much at least may be said* A man who has never tasted an apple 
cannot be said to bo a -thoroughly appreciative judge of the fruit of the 
apple tre, nor In the matter of poetry do we expect thoroughly apprecia
tive criticism unless the critic has first experienced for himself the 
fruit of poetic inspiration.

To point to the ever-increasing recognition of Francis Thompson as 
one of the best poets of his period, to quote perhaps Francis Thornton (2) 
who says, "It is doubtful if universal literature has yet cob® to a full
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appreciation of the poetic genius that was Francis Thompson", or to 
quote other critics in an attempt at direct appraisal is not within the 
scope of this paper. We afaall merely attempt to show just how the 
admitted poet genius of Francis Thompson aided and informed his judg
ments in his reviews on poets and their works.

It is the poet of Thompson that reacts to Browning with this 
statement (3 )a

Lofty and noble Browning could be, but that elusive 
thing we call spirituality as not in him, or at 
least he touched it but rarely. There was too much 
of Martha about him that he should have much of 
Mary a to was emphatically busy about many things, 
and it reacted injuriously even on such a matter as 
his description of Nature.

Yet Thompson recognised the poetic quality of Browning, to know that
Brov.ning’s quality was that of drama, and knew that Browning wrote
genuine poetry (something Coventry Patmore was not ready to admit (1*) )#
Thompson says this (5)*

No man ever took a stranger road to be a poet than 
Robert Browning, and only to could have compassed 
the feat# So analytic a mode would throw by the 
heels any imitator-— as It has done) and thus 
happily we have not to fear the immeasurable 
calamity of a Browning school#

Agree with him or not, that remains quite a statement#
Again, it took a poet to write in judgment these lines in regard

to a work by w. E. Henley*
Your true poet uses it (the irregular ode-meter) 
only when to is touched ad traa prac cordia—  to the 
most intimate privacies of his heart# (STall metres, 
it is closest to the nerve Itself, and only intense 
feeling can use it self-vindlcatingly. Therefore,
Mr. Henley usee it in a strongly personal poernt "In 
Shoretom River# • •" That is Mr. Henley at his 
sternest and strongest, every lino like wrought 
obond."(6)

And It took a kindred spirit to recognise the whimsical beauty of these
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linee by Thomas Edward Brown (7)s
I bended unto a© a bough 
That I might see and smell I 
It bore it in a sort of way,
It bore it very welli 
But when I let it backward sway,
Then it were hard to tell
With what a toss, with what a swing,
The dainty thing 
Eesuaad its proper level,
And sent me to the devil*
I know it did.— Tou doubt it?
1 turned, and sew them whispering about it.

Showing himself a master of the journalistic staccato statement, Thompson
puts the following comment immediately after the question of Brown*a poems

.’?} ?' p f  f i V’ | \% ‘V  r m . U % Sr^'i ; I

"Easy, you think? Very— for Brown. But try to do itl"
Francis Thompson was one of the many admirers of Mrs. Iteynell’s

poetry; his praise is of such a kind as oily a poet could conceive,
and only a poet turning to prose could express this praise in such clear,
almost lyric fashion (8). Be writes!

The poetry of Mrs. Ueynell is of a peculiarly ausd an 
indescribably evanescing quality* she deals with 
emotions which it might seem as impossible to 
communicate as to paint a wind. These, nevertheless, 
she conveys through a union of expression and sugges
tion that is absolutely adequate. It is diction 
rarified to the vanishing point. She has a power 
quite extraordinary of uttering the many unspoken 
things through the one spoken thing, of stirring in 
the reader’s mind many circles with the one pebble.
The foot falls of her Muse awaken not sounds, but 
silences. We lift a feather from the marsh and say*
’This way went a heron.' And so with her, the emotion 
sheds but a single phrase to betoken what manner of 
wings had lonely passage athwart. In this respect 
she is a Coleridge of the feelings; she is volatil
ised feeling, as Coleridge is volatilised imagina
tion.

But she is not merely emotional, says Thompson, she is ponetratingly 
thoughtful. "But feeling is the osssnco of her verse; it is fooling 
oozed throught the pores of thought. • .(her) thought is as indissoul- 
ubly wedded to imagination as light to colour."



It is difficult to quote with justice any single portion of this brief 
review on the poetess. Francis Thompson states her case so well* so 
completely, that to tear a paragraph or statement out of its context is 
to give a disproportioned picture of this beautifully integral little 
work of criticism.

We have spoken of Francis Thompson's reviews on poetsj no less
was he an appreciative reader of prose. He was a master of English
prose himself and regretted bungling in others. In prose as in poetry, 
his taste was far from narrow; he could see and praise the good qualities 
in styles as disparate as those of St. Aguatino and Bunyan, Bryden and
Henry James, Montaigne and D'Annunzio, and yet at all times maintain an
ever even keel in matters critical. His taste and consequent judgment 
were never so universal as to be superficial. He saw the points of 
excellence in these authors, but he was in no wise blind to their 
defects. It is on this point that we touch upon the second quality of 
a book reviewer* his ability to judge a work of art.

Admitted the aid of previous poetic inspirations; admitted, too, 
his mastery of prose, it must be evident that neither inspiration nor 
artistry nor the consequent appreciation they instill will alone bear 
the burden of sound criticism. Poetic inspiration alone does not insure 
clarity of vision when looking upon one's own or another's work. Mastery 
of the language alone does not therefore recommend and accompanying clear, 
and balanced perspective of one’s contemporaries. Inspiration, achieve
ment are merely aids. The foundation of a good review fundamentally 
depends the basic sound judgment of the reviewer.

There is abundant evidence in his reviews that Francis Thompson 
had clear cool-headed judgment— the judgment of a mind that responded
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to every chord of beauty struck by an author and yet always held Itself 
in check by a keen ear that noted as well every discordant element*
The skein of sane, carefully poised critically judgments runs through 
the whole of his work as a reviewer* The carefully appreciative review 
on a new edition of Crashaw furnishes us an easy example with this para
graph (9)*

But, of course, the supreme Crashaw is in those 
ardorous and sensuous religious poems into which he 
put all his strength— and weakness. There M s  most 
extraordinary conceits jostle the most triumphant 
imagery. And they are both of the one texture— the 
conceits are the images gone wrong, the images the 
conceits come right* while the lyric fervour is as 
sincere in the one case as in the other.

This statement in a review on Milton's prose, too, shows dooming
criticism.

Next to the genius of the language, the great power 
wMch fought against the splendid host of Latin- 
inishing writers was doubtless the English Bible.
The Bible had decided before Dryden that the lan
guage should not be set in their mould.

One of the best examples of clear-sighted perspective is the conclud
ing paragraph in an article on Tennyson submitted to the ACADEMY.
Though not strictly a book review, nor deeply profound in statement,
it does serve to show the easy balance of Ms critical judgments (10)*

As a song-writer, looking to the number and perfect 
beauty of his songs, we question whether he be not the 
greatest in the language. Wherever else he fails, 
in them he is never less than Tennyson. ...... At M e
best, he expressed external loveliness, whether 
of nature or romance, with beautiful perfection.
It may not be the greatest tMng a poet can do,
but to the poet who can do it greatly I see not how
we can deny greatness. What should be M s  place 
among other greatness— does it matter very much?
Unhappy the man who, in the presence of a beautiful 
woman, must vex his soul regarding her place among 
other beautiesI

One of the easiest of errors of a reviewer is a too facile comparison
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followed by an obvious over-statement. Francis Thomson avoids this 
most consaon of pitfalls at all times* He often draws helpful compar
isons $ yet never fails to fill in with the necessary qualifications*
For example, he points out a certain resemblance to the style of Patmore 
in the following lines of W. S. Henley (11)*

Nor any of those great royal words,
Those sovran privacies of speech,
Frank as the call of April birds.

But, lest you assume he means more than a superficial likeness, he
hastens to add that Patmore was, however, na poet with whom Mr. Henley
has otherwise no spiritual troth-plight. Only a superficial reader could
suppose derivation of one from the other. 14 The comparisons made by
Francis Thomson are almost always wellpoised, done for a purpose,
seldom superfluous, and seldom drawn out at length. The point at hand
is made quickly, emphatically. The seldom go beyond tbs He ngth of this
comparison from a short article on Robert Brownlng(12)*

We must allow, therefore, that he laek3 something 
of the quality of a singer, let it sometimes happens 
that a singer with a rough voice commands attention 
in despite of its roughness. And so, wo think, it 
is with Browning. Bonne is another example. Criti
cism has come round to the recognition of Bonne, In 
spite of the roughest utterance ever employed by a 
poet of like gifts. Upon this precedent we rest 
our recognition of Browning as a poet. He went out 
of his way to be rough, apparently for roughness* 
sake, and without any large scale of liarcionies to 
justify it. Biit his intrinsic qualities, far more 
than in the case of Bonne, make him a poet in the 
teeth of this defect of execution! such is our 
opinion. Fineness of manner has often carried off 
smallness of matter. And, though to a rare extent, 
we think that finess of matter may sometimes carry 
off defect of manner.

There it is. He uses the comparison for just what he wants of it, no
more, no less* It fits his case, this much can*t be denied, whether or
not you agree with his critical opinion.



More often the comparisons are much shorter. He calls Browning, 
for example, "a verse-Meredith" in his concern for motives. Henley for 
a rare moment becomes "Swinburnian".

Few authors he reviewed, no matter how unlike himself in style, mood
or content, fared badly in his hands. Each is dealt with sympathetically,
each given due homage for his acheiveaents. Certainly one of the most
interesting of all the reviews is that dealing with Robert Burns— — whose
only points of likeness with Francis Thompson are the elusive poetic
spirit, and the fact that they lived on the same island* His statements
on Burns at the end of a review of Andrew Lang’s edition of the Scottish
poet’s works would be a fair sailing of the general tenor of Thompson’s
criticisms. He shows for one thing his ability to judge a man by the
man’s own standard, and yet not blur his own principles. He writes (13)t

We see in Burns one who had all the finest instincts 
and impulses that human nature could be endowed with.
If they had been accompanied by mental force he would 
probably have been a great saint but a very poor poet.
It was because of his very weakness and lack of that 
"prudent, cautious self-control" which he found by 
bitter experience to be "wisdom’s root" that he fell 
into so many thoughtless follies| but even in doing 
so he was, like Sir Walter Scott under very different 
circumstances, "making himself". In a word, he was 
drinking life to the very lees, and the pathos, 
remorse, pity, and sadness combined with the mad 
gaiety of it led him to understand the whole gamut
of human emotions. His example is not set up for
imitationi and yet, looking back and comparing the 
fruit with the plant, we find they are one and 
indivisible. It was his keen sympathy combined with 
experience that made him capable of fulfilling his 
own ambition— "to bacon» a singer of the "loves, the 
ways of simple swains .. „ ."

Rev* Terence Connolly (lit) comments that "It is not difficult to under
stand how quick Thompson was to realize that Burn’s personal experiences 
in life led him to understand the whole gamut of human emotion"*
Thompson’s own personal experiences had done the same thing for him* *



If Francis Thompson could praise well, he could also condemn. But 
almost without exception he picks tip his sense of humor when he takes p 
his pen# He takes issue with an author in a gentle, quiet, but logically 
devastating manner. Humor is the keynote in his pseudo-lamentation of
the passing of "bad women" in his short review, "The Decadence of Female
Decandence" • That the humorous logical mind can be completely devastat
ing is shown positively by this excerpt from "The Macbeth Controversy", 
originally published In the DUBLIN REVIEW for July, 1889, in which he 
steps aside for a moment to take a crack at the "Great Cryptogram" • (15)

The year ^ust passed may be distinguished as having 
brought forth two notable offerings at the shrine of 
Shakespeare— the new view of Macbeth, and the insaortal 
cryptogram. Of the two, we think we prefer the cry
ptogram, for it was at least decidedly amusing,
Shakespeare must have laughed till Hades resounded 
like the Mermaid Tavern. We are not so but© whether 
ny Lord Terulam laughed. For there was, in the first 
place, the agreeable surprise of finding that the 
great cryptogram gave rise to the great conundrtmH—  
via., if Bacon wrote Shakespeare, who wrote Bacon?

Flashes of humor appear here and there throughout the reviews, like the
time he states that Dean Inge's essays on Wordsworth and Browning should
have general interest since "most people think they know Wordsworth, and
a considerable number would like to know Browning" (16). Bitter, too, ha
can be. Take this sentence from a "knock-down and drag 'em out" review
on Lewis Morris (17). (The review deals with Morris's book, A Vision of
Saints.)

Fatter Damien has undergone the second martyrdom for 
which he was resurrected, and Mr. Morris has con
cluded the volume with a select assortment of tinned 
Saints, packed layer on layer* like sardines in his 
demulcent numbers.

He concludes the revlee in a tone so completely unlike the usual that
you wonder about its authenticity, until you realise he is writing in
righteous indignation*



We must needs part friends with Mr* Morris, who has 
surely proved himself the Britannic Dante. For has 
he not given us hell, heaven, and purgatory? Hell 
in the Epic, heaven in this Vision, and purgatory 
in the reading of then.

However, there is another quality beside his normal sound judgment
that is to be considered in these reviews. It is the language in which
these reviews are couched that make them so outstanding. What does
Francis Thompson do to his language? How does he use it? hi these
pieces of journalism Francis Thompson does nothing special, really. He
takes words and makes them sentences; he takes sentences, long sentences
and short sentences, touches them with Thompson, and makes them bounce
across the page. A smooth steady bounce like the constant controlled
bounce of a basketball in the hands of an eapert. Haver does the verve
of the sentences slow down, lose impetus and become monotonous* Short,
quick punbh statements likej "But the fact is that Julie was*— well,
Julie was a goose," punctuate the lively roll of sentences like this one
from the same article (18 )i

With equal brusqueness, thevivid leaves were sheds 
he was bitten with unimagined and uncasprehsnded 
agony; with desire for all impossible things, with 
loss of all never possessed things, with the ravening 
for an uncircumscribing love, with the starvation- 
pangs of a horrible and sudaesily-kncnm isolation.

Always the language and the imagery are simple, illuminating, easy
to grasp— eminently clear. His imagery reminds one of the examples that
a first-rate teacher might use in the classroom. His imagery, like the
examples, are interesting, readily understood and put in the most simple
language. His short analogies drive home a point with simplicity and
clarity. Here is one vivid, instructive example taken from a review on
Edgar Allen Poe (19).

The pearl is an abnormality, the result of external 
irritation which provokes the precious excretion.
These tales are no less precious and abnormal.



At times his imagery in these reviews is of a poetic nature, but always
on a popular level, so that M s  meaning is in no way inpaired. Here
are two short quotations» the first describes come of Mrs. Meynell's
lines of poetry as being like (20)i

The sound of distant waters flowing under the ice 
by night.

The second describes a line of Crashaw»s poetry as moving (21)*
With the undulant pliancy of chain-mail in sunlight.

His instructive examples are down-to-earth, everyday sort of things, yet
not at all hackneyed. To point out the distinction between symmetry and
selection in a work of art as well as their inter-dependence, he uses this
helpful example (22)»

The selection of the fit earth to make a jar is not 
part of the jar*a symmetry, though it is an in
dispensable preliminary to the making of a symmetrical 
jar.

And when an author styled the actions a neurotic personality as "complex" 
in an attest to lend dignity to them, Francis Thompson points out straight
forwardly (23)*

He do not call a vessel complex because it is cracked 
in all directions.

Francis Thompson turned M s  power of pictorial imagery on Mgh, however,
when he concluded an adverse review of Swinburne's book on Dickens with
tMs sentence (21*.) s

We can only compare the effect of M s  (Swinburne's) 
prose on our nerves with that of a relentless steam 
organ braying in wafts of gas-heat, while the chara
cters of Dickens ride round distractedly on hobby
horses, urged, as it seem, by the insupportable 
accompaninent.

The poet knew the power of compact imagery, end in a review on Carlyle 
he attributes much of Ms effectiveness to M s  skill in the use of 
analogies, and figures. Note* even In tMs explanation he uses an
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analogy that in the context becomes raore than mere analogy in illuminat
ing the point to be roads# He -writes (25>)»

The bold figures, the startling devices, -which so 
arrest and stimulate attention, are not there merely 
to astonish, for Teutonic audacity of adornment» they 
are hieroglyphs, with the condensing power of hiero
glyphs. Thy concentrate 111® a burning-lens, bring a 
fulness of meaning to the focal point# Here, as 
throughout his work, he compels the poetic method to 
the service of history.

If we were to sum up the point made by a study of the way of the prose
of Francis Thompson’s book reviews in the matter of imagery we could do
notiiing better than to repeat that last sentence of the quotation— "Here,
as throughout his work, he compels the poetic method to the service of •
• • " prose#

In his book review, Francis Thompson stands as a critic who knew 
and appreciated, who Judged and expressed with the proficiency and 
expertness of a master craftsman. True, he is seldom profound— it is 
not his purpose to be] he does the task at hand, skillfully working with 
the loved tools of his language and with pride in his finished product#



1* quoted by Philo M. Buck, Literary Criticism, p. Iij6 .
2. Francis Thornton, Return to Tradition» p. 9u.
3. Francis Thompson, Literary Criticisms. edited by Terence Connolly* 
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CHAPTER II

THE BIOGRAPHY OF ST. IGNATIUS LOYOLA

In speaking of the prefaces of Bryden, Francis Thompson terms them 
"beatific pot-boilers"(1). Had the poet lived to write a review of his 
own posthumously published work, THE LIFE OF ST, IGfSATIIJS LOYOLA, he 
might well have re-used the phrase— beatific pot-boiler, to describe it. 
For this biographical work had for its original inspiration only the 
desire for work that would give Francis a source of income over and 
above his literary articles and book reviews. Wilfred Meynell had arrang
ed with a publishing house to supply Francis with “work that could be 
done anytime and be paid for at any moment. Wilfred’s son, Kverard, (2) 
goes on to explain, "THE LIFE OF ST. IGNATIUS LOYOLA was commissioned.
He delivered every few pages as he finished them —  three were passport 
to a pound —  and, so final was his method of composition, he neither 
desired nor needed to see a single page of the manuscript again."

However, in spite of its pot-boiler origin, the work was done with 
care. Francis Thompson marshalled the many facts into order, exercised 
his command of language, and accomplished a compact life of a man who 
was a saint. Great biographers succeed "because in their hands facts 
became the key that unlocked nature," says one critic (3). Francis 
took the facts, and gave us the man. He protested laainess in the matter 
of scholarship, but this work, nevertheless, shows the result of much



effort. Praising the work's form and vigour, the editor, J. H, Pollen,
S, J,, in his forward testifies to the works accuracy (1*), True, in 
the main, the scholarship had been prepared for him (£), the ground-

i * $' ?  . *. K { $ i 'I s s v kwork done in the basic texts on the man’s life that he used, let the 
work of mastering and ordering these material was yet his. His purpose 
is explained by Wilfred Meynell (6) in this way» "Original research was 
beside his plan* he purposed to tell —  if he could, to tell better —  

a story thrice told by others," In this he succeeded admirable.
Biography is never an easy task. Good biography is doubly hardf 

while to set about an excellent writing of a saint’s biography is to 
set out on a task that requires a good deal more than average literary 
caution and skill. Caution must be exercised that the nork does not 
become mere hagiography in the sense that recent connotations have 
placed upon the term. Skill is essential to keep the path of the work 
squarely away from the excesses of hyperbole on one hand, aid detraction 
on the other. Thompson steers the course with an unfailingly firm hand. 
'The Life of St. Ignatius Loyola," writes William Barry (?) in the Dublin 
Review, July, 1900, "will stand alone as biography of a Catholic hero

f ’ ‘ _ - 11 ' , I ' 4 * 'written in choicest English by a master of prose, by a seer, and a son 
of the Renaissance, born out of due time. • • If we term this volume a 
portrait of Ignatius Loyola drawn by Francis Thompson, we shall have 
described it in a phrase. It is a portrait from life, not a copy."

It might be worth noticing one small point here. Success in writ
ing an account of individual sanctity was eminently won by the evangelists. 
Thompson’s success may be due in no small part to his constant awareness of 
the books of the bible. Connolly (8) points out the poet’s debt to the 
Scriptures. ThompsoB himself wrote a short essay on that very subject (9).
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This much at least may be said in passing* Francis Thompson has in
mind the scriptures when he writes this biography. Note just two
examples where he specifically recalls biblical incidents*

In these accesses of desolation all relish of prayers 
went from him, he had no confidence in what he had 
already done, and future effort semroed futdlej he 
appeared to himself God-abandoned, like his Master 
on Olivet. (10.)... .'’’hey could not condemn his rulesj 
but they still thought it vastly Improper that he 
should make them. It was much like the old story 
of Christ1s impropriety in healy on the Sabbath 
day. (11)

Throughout the biography there is this harkening back to the greatest 
of literary works, the Holy Bible.

There is another perhaps more important factor in the success of 
this biography. For a biography to be an accurate, sound and complete 
picture of the man, there must be some tie of sympathy between the 
author and the subject. The affinity between Francis Thompson and the 
poets of the tin» immediately following that of Ignatius Loyola has been 
noted in every anthology that includes some of his poems. Yet the tie 
between Francis and Ignatius is not so much one of sympathy as it is of 
respect. The respect of a poet, who despised himself for continual relapse 
into a degrading habit, for a man who could make and complete a steadfast 
renouruiiation of self. It is the respect of a man, physically ill most 
of his adult life, for a man whose bodily vigor gave strength to a 
spirit that founded a new order in the Church. It is something like 
the respect of the ancient bard who sang for the same reason his leader 
fought, because of a passionate love of country. Here the bard sings 
and the captain fights each because of a passionate love of the Church. 
Therein lies the bond between author and subject, between poet and 
founder —  a passionate, overwhelming love of Church. Charity forms the 
bond.



Francis Thompson’s ability to bring to boar upon a subject in 
succinct phraeos and telling adjectives whole realms of data is brought 
into constant use in THE LIFE OF ST. IGNATIUS LOYOLA. The story 1» 
told tersely. It starts rapidly, beginning the main story with young 
Ignatius, the soldier, at Pasplons. There Ignatius is injured, and tbs 
enforced inactivity begins. The books that change his life are brought 
to him to pass the time and the allegiance to Christ begins. Francis 
Thompson traces the footsteps of the saint to the Cave of Manreaa where 
the terrific penances were self-imposed, to Italy, to Palestine, where 
he is rebuffed and sent on his way, to Spain where he starts his student 
life at the age of thirty-three • In Spaiî  Ignatius first met with the 
opposition from Church official, opposition which was to reappear under 
various guises and with various persons until the final triumph of the 
founding officially of the order in 153»0. And even then of course, did 
not stop.

After Spain Francis moved to the University of Paris. It was here
that he gathered together his first steadfast followers» Peter Favre,
Francis Xavier, Nicholas Babadilla (a fellow Spainard), Majorcan Nadal,
Lainez, Salmeron an extroadinary group with an extraordinary leader*
With the MtUPl forming of the society, the Company of Jesus, as a new
order in the Church the story of Ignatius becomes more and more the story
of his order. Francis Thorpson puts it this way (12)»

As we are aware of the brain only through the acta 
of the members, and the words of the mouth, so the 
manifested achievements of Ignatius during this 
latter portion of his career are the achievements 
of his children, his Society. But behind the 
illustrious and more than European record we are 
aware, invisibly, of a brain, a heart energising 
and co-ordinating alii and that brain, that heart, 
is Ignatius.

The author relates «fcory of that assail band of early Jesuit»,



Francis Thompson*» ability to bring to bear upon a subject in 
succinct phrases and telling adjectives whole realms of data is brought 
into constant uat in THE LIFE OF ST. IGNATIUS LOYOLA. The story is 
told tersely. It starts rapidly, beginning the main story with young 
Ignatius, the soldier, at Panplons. There Ignatius is injured, and the 
enforced inactivity begins. The books that change his life are brought 
to him to pass the time and the allegiance to Christ begins. Francis 
Thompson traces tine footsteps of the saint to the Cave of Uanresa where 
the terrific penances were self-imposed, to Italy, to Palestine, where 
he is rebuffed and sent on his way, to Spain where he starts his student 
life at the age of thirty-three. In Spaii% Ignatius first met with the 
opposition from Church official, opposition which was to reappear undt r 
various guises and with various persons until the final triumph of the 
founding officially of the order in I5I4D. And even then of course, did 
not stop.

After Spain Francis moved to the University of Paris. It was here
that he gathered together his first steadfast followers* Peter Favre,
Francis Xavier, Nicholas Babadilla (a fellow Spainard), Majorcan Nadal,
Laines, Salmeron— an extroadlnary group with an extraordinary leader.
With the actual-*, forming of the society, the Company of Jesus, as a new
order in the Church the story of Ignatius becomes more and more the story
of his order. Francis Thompson puts it this way (X̂ )*

As we are aware of the brain only through the acts 
of the members, and the words of the mouth, so the 
manifested achievements of Ignatius during this 
latter portion of his career are the achievements 
of his children, his Society. But behind the 
illustrious and more than European record we are 
aware, invisibly, of a brain, a heart energising 
and co-ordinating all; and that brain, that heart, it Ignatus.

The autnor the story of that small band of early Jesuits,



and tells of the iusaense amount they accomplished in a few short active 
years. He devotes a chapter to the work of the Jesuits chosen as del
egates to the Council of Trent, for exam£Le. He tells of their individual 
and collective fight against the wave of the reformation. Studded 
throughout the book Francis Thompson has a number of striking, vivid 
descriptions of these charter Jesuits. One of the best of these is that 
of Pedro de Ribadeneira (13)a

Audacious, wilful, gallant, turbulent, hot-tempered, 
quick alike at letters and all manly exercise or accom
plishment, he was the stuff out of vhlch greatness 
cooes for good or ill, a Clive, A Byron, or —  a Saint.
For it is the crudest of fallacies to suppose that 
Saints are fashioned customarily from tea and carpet 
slippers. This was emphatically a forward lad.

Another, even more concise, is this description of Simon Rodrigue (lit):
Handsome, graceful, noble, and amiable, with a mag
netic attraction for youth, but of a contemplative 
character, and lacking the strong and active 
initiative) of Bobadilla or Ignatius himself. More 
Carmelite then Jesuit by Nature was this yet 
distinguished Jesuit.

The Company of Jesus spread and prospered, not under healthy skies, 
however; always, it seemed to grow under adversity. The last years of 
Ignatius were brightened by a new friend, St. Phillip Nerij St. Phillip 
credits Ignatius with having taught him mental prayer. In the summer of 
iSSh Ignatius' health became quite bad. He lived yet by dint of sanctity 
alone it seems until the summer of 1556. He died the morning of July 31, 
1556, alone in a hospital room vi thout the comforts of the sacraments 
and without an attending priest or friend. All of this Thompson paints 
for us with living words for colors. The man Ignatius, soldier and saint, 
is brought before us on the page as a living being, moving against a real 
background.



The prose of this biography is some of Francis Thompsons best* It
is not the elaborate high style of his Shelley essay; nor is it in the 
Journalistic mode of his book reviews. This work is written in what 
would be termed a clear middle style. Sister Madeira (12) has recognised 
that the prose of this piece of Thompson's is of the same cast of prose 
as that of Chesterton's popular works. In this regard she quotes the 
passage describing Pedro de fiibadeneira which ends "that Saints are 
customarily fashioned from tea and carpet slippers."

In conclusion, I offer a final sample of Francis Thompson's excellent
middle style prose (1 3 )t

The man (Ignatius) . . .  held native kindred with the 
Raleighs and Sidneys, the poet-soldiers and statesmen 
of our own sixteenth century. Nay, the like imaginat
ive strain, so scorned of our petty day, inhered in 
all the lofty souls of that age. It is the English 
martyr, bowing his head to the axe of Elizabeth* Though 
I shall have a sharp dinner, I trust in Christ I shall 
have a most sweet supper. It is in his brother-sufferer, 
pointing at the foot of the scaffold to his last sun;
I shall shortly be above yon fellow. The splendid 
familiarity of the utterance recalls Falstaff's arrogant 
terming of the stars 'the cinders of the element'•
Poet, Saint, and Martyr shared the noble imaginative 
elevation of their era, in which the spirit of the 
Goth and the whole one e-barb aric Vest culminated alike 
for good and evil. Even the Saints of our day speak 
a less radiant language. . •

This may be, as Sister Madeleva remarks, the spirit of Chesterton, but
it is, as well, Francis Thompson's style. Only the diffusive, but detailed
knowledge, the obvious harnessing of poetic powers to the plow of prose,
of the poet Francis Thompson could have written that passage.
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CHAPTER IIJ

THE SHELLEY ESS *Y

H  least one critlo has called the Shelley essay a failure
end has declared that the "Health and Hollnese" essay Is of a
higher stature# R.L. Wagros, (I) in • chapter on Francis
Thompson as critic and prose writer# writes*

The best pieces of prose writing are the essays on 
'Health and Holiness* and 'Nature's Immortality*#

In which the foet unfolds Important aspects of his 
thought..#The more famous Shelley is an attempt, 
which failed# to make several purple passages join 
up in continuous vivid strain. It is strained because 
the writer is not quite sure of what he most wants 
to say,

«ell, this much is not to be denied— there are magnifi
cent purpl# passages in the Shelley essay. But to say that the 
poet is not quite sure of what he wants to say appears to be 
rather unfair. The outline and general theme are firm enough* 
from the introductory paragraphs on the Church and poetry (which 
probably seraraed * necessary introduction to the piece since it 
was to appear in the rather ecclesastioal DUBLIN REVlFd), he 
passes to a discussion of Shelley# the young and old child} 
thence he moves to a treatment of Shelley# the Metaphysical poet} 
and from that to an appreciation of Shelley, the poet. He closes 
with an elaborate defense of Shelley, the man. Surely, thie much



seems evident? Francis Thompson at all times knows just what ho
wants to say n d  just hear to say it. What did he say, or rather,
what was the underlying attitude of the essay 2 What was the motive
hack of statements like this (2)i

It seems to us that Shelley was struggling—  
blindly, weakly, stuabllngly, but still 
struggling— to higher things.

Or what possessed him when he asde that wonderfully rioh appreciat
ive paragraph that concludes the essay (3):

Enchanted child, born into a world unohlldlikej 
spoiled darling of Nature, playmate of her elemental 
daughters! "pard-like spirit, beautiful and swift**, 
laird amidst the burning fastnesses of his own 
fanolesi towering Oenius, whose soul rose like s 
ladder between heaven and earth with the angels of 
song ascending and descending it!— he is shrunken 
in to the little vessel of death, and sealed with 
the unshatterable seal of doom, and oast down deep 
below the rolling tides of Time. Mighty most for 
little guests, when the hesrt of Shelley was laid 
in the cemetery of Caius Cestius. Beauty, music, 
sweetness, tears-—.the mouth of the worm has fed 
them all. Into that saered bridal-gloom of death 
where he holds his nuptials with eternity let not 
our rash speculations follow hlmj let us hope 
rather that as, amidst material nature, where our 
dull eyes see only ruin, the finer eye of soienoe 
has disoovered life in putridity amd vigour in 
deoay, seeing dissolution even and disintegration, 
which in the mouth of the man symbol lie disorder, 
to be in the works of God undeviating order, and 
the manner of our corruption to be no less wonderful 
that the mamer our health,— so, undreamed 
surprise of life on doom awaited that wild nature, 
which, worn ty warfare with itself, its Maker, and 
all the world, now

'Bleeps, and never palates more the dug,
The beggar's nurse, and Caesar's.*

It may not be out of place to pause just shortly and pay due
homage to such masterly prose. Note the way of that paragraph)
two beautifully contrived long, long sentences interrupted by
two short richly compact statements. "Mighty meat for little
guests* indeed*



But, back again, what Is the attitude back of these statements!
«hat la his reason, his underlying purpose, the motivation in
this as preoiationl Is it, as Georg# Shuster, (4) says that "in
Shelley the friendly Thompson beheld the soul of the nineteenth
century— its moat splendid prinoiple aspiration; it was this he
tried to sere first of #11»" Yet Thompson pictures Shelley at odds
with his world, "born in a world unchildlike." Was he not, rather,
regretting the loss of the spontaneity, the ohild-like fervour of
Shelley to that century J It is true, as Shuster, (6) points out,
the century needed belief; it was an unseeing oentury that needed
most of all the eyes of belief* Can it not be, then, that
Thompson, through sympathy with his subject, is holding Shelley
up before us as the preverac example of the eoomand, "Unless you
become as one of these you shall not enter into the Kingdom of
heaven."t Thompson is defending the ohild Shelley all the way
through* *nd his only rubuke is that the ohild was "spoiled*"
How else can you explain this paragraph which comes shortly
after the introduction (6)j

This (loss of spontaneity), then, we cannot but think, 
distinguishes the literary period of Shelley from own*.* 
«id affects our writers who aim at simplicity no less 
than those who seek richness* Indeed nothing is so 
artificial as our simplicity—  e are self-conscious 
to our finger-tips**#an age that is ceasing to produce 
ohlld-3ike ohildren cannot produce a Shelley*

True, Thompson deplores Shelley's dissoluteness, but cannot
really bring himself t© rebuke Shelley, True, he does not fall
to see "the lack of Christian hope" in Shelley, but tells us 
to wait, for ShalJay was on his wayl Shelley's 1»ok of hope was 
of the despairing kind that rises from the depths of sihelesu The



point that most often strikes us in a study of Shelley is this:
the man had no hope only an optimistic despair; and it is of
thlB he sings* It is forever a wonder that a person lacking hope 
could ever bring himself to sing at all.
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Turning from the Shelley essay to the essay "Health and Holiness"
is like turning into a smooth calm bay after experiencing the flood-
tide of high-crested imagination. This essay has a quiet beauty all
its own, unbroHen by ,heavy waves of over-powering imagery. The imagery
here is as orderly and balanced as the theses it proposes. However, in
casting for a quotation to justify that statement we find the piece so
much a whole that we hesitate to single out any one passage for undue
emphasis. The imagery is, at all times, sufficient for the task, and
seldom soars. The highest flight is perhaps the line that describes the
poet suddenly becoming aware "of a minute white-stoled child sitting on
a lily(l)," and even here it is merely for him a statement of fact, not
an imaginative flight* A random sampling would bring up pros© that Is
content to ripple quietly, clearly, cleanly across the page. Hei» might
be one such sampling (2 )t

Grace does not cast out naturej but the way of grace is founded 
on nature. Sanctity is genius in religioni the saint lives 
for and in religion, as the man of genius lives for and in 
his peculiar attainment. Hay, it might be said that sanctity 
is the supreme form of genius, and saints the only true men 
of genius| with the great difference that sanctity is depen
dent on no special privilege— or curse— of temperament.

By quote® from Saint Paul and from the Jesuit, George Porter, and 
by reference to his wwn experiences, Francis Thompson draws out in this 
essay the thesis that Brother Ass, the donkey body, should be loved and



cared for— «not mistreated; he also defends asceticism, but ascetic»*
ism of a different sort than the traditional* He points to the Church's
more recent regulations on the matter of lessening the burden for
present day men in these matters* It is from his statement of this
attitude of the Church that this quotation is taken (3)*

The Church is ever changing to front a changing world; et 
plus ca change» plus c'est la meme chose* She brings forth 
out of her treasuries new things and old-— even as does that 
world to which she ministers, which moves in cercles, though 
in widening circles* She is divinely adjusted to it, so 
that nothing can it truly need but she shall automatically 
respond; the mere craving of the world's infant lips suffices 
to draw from her maternal and ever-yielding bosom the milk.

This is a rather fine statement, put in the most careful of language*
In defending asceticism he points out that Nature, herself, re

quires it. Moreover, he goes farther yet and states (li)t"In one large 
word (is it over-bold?) Nature is doing for the Church what each individ
ual saint, passionately anticipative, had formerly to do for himself.
She is macerating the Body." How true that must have seemed to the poet 
macerated by the throes of advanced tuberculosis. If the body wasted 
away, what would carry us on? Why, of course, "the force of sanctity 
itself* For holiness energises (5)."

Therein lies the main thesis of the article. And therein, too, 
seems to lie a major principle in Francis Thompson's attitude* This 
lends importance to the essay, for here is revealed part of Thompson's 
concept of man in this world. It is effecively this» that which is 
material in man counts less and less progressively in the matter of 
asceticism as Nature and his own genius work to soften his original 
physical stamina* That appears to be a fair enough statement of his casee 
case. Here is how Thompson puts it» (6)

The very conditions of modern sanctity may be said to have 
changed, so changed are we...(The Mediaeval man) was a being



of another creation. He ate, and feared notj he drank and 
in all of Shakespeare there is no allusion to delirium 
tremensi his schoolmaster flogged him large-heartedly, and 
he was almost more tickled by the joke than by the cane; he 
wore a rapier at his side and stabbed or was stabbed by his 
brother-man in pure good fellowship and sociable high spirits. 
For him the whole apparatus of virtue was constructed, a 
robust system fitted to a robust tin». Strong, forthright 
minds were suited by strong, forthright directions, re
dounding vitality by severities of repression; the hot wine 
of life needed allay. But to our generation uncompromising 
fasts and severities of conduct are found to be piteously
alien; not because, as rash censors say, we are too luxur
ious, but because we are too nervous, Intricate, devital
ized. We find our austerities ready made. The east wind has 
replaced the hair-shirt...It grows vain to mortify the appe
tite,— would we had an appetite to r.ortifyl.. .The pride of 
life is no more; to live is itself an ascetic exercise.

He continues along this line for several pages.
Now, there is no quarrel with Thompson’s larger view of man* he

knows, and knows deeply, of the truths of grace and fallen nature. It
is in the light of the view presented above that it is to be pointed out 
that Francis Thompson, viewing man— modem man— through the tinted 
glasses of his own constitution, judged man weak. He portrayed the man 
of yesteryear as a robust he-man who took pain and cruelty in stride. 
According to Thompson* look how much more stamina they possessed! He 
had overlooked the fact that man has not truly changed to any great 
extent in these intervening centuries. It is not the flesh, but the 
spirit that has become mediocre. As Everard Meynell pointed out (7) 
— the rack hurt then, too; if it hadn’t, it wouldn’t have been used.

In spite of this point the main conclusion of the essay still holds 
true. Holiness is bounded by health in much the same way that health 
in its turn is bounded by holiness. Nor does the above argument alter 
the essential point that this essay is one of Francis Thompson*3 most 
Illuminating of prose works.
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CHAPTER V

IMAGERY IN FRANCIS THOMPSON

Have you ever accompanied a woman who was shopping for a hat? In 
the large grocery-department store she tries on a $2*98 straw and fruit 
ensemble» a complex affair» an intricate structure of bananas and barley» 
incapebl3 rf hind of imaginative variation. While in the exclusive 
walk-up salon of Pierre Chapelier a rectangular strip of light blue 
material is brought out and in twenty minutes Pierre will have fash
ioned twenty different hats from that one amaxing piece of cloth. An 
idea is much like a hat* the siupler it is, the more capable it is of 
variation in the hands of an expert.

Francis Thoupson had an idea. He believed that faith in God
expressed in love of God was necessary for a Christendom. He was a man
who believed in belief— a man who believed in God, above all. George
Shuster (1) says this*

It Is curious (as Mr* Megrox has noted) that Thompson's 
mysticism*..is not that of St. John of the Cross» but of the 
fourteenth century English, and perhaps of Saint Hildegarde 
and Echart* It is dominated by belief rather than by vision 
•••Belief, then, seems the passionate positive concern of 
Thompson.

This belief of Thompson's was by nature of its object essentially and 
basically simple, and is, therefore, capable of infinite variation. 
Francis Thompson the artist takes this simple conceptj because of its 
simplicity and through the medium of his genius the idea is revealed in



a wealth of imagery.
Now, belief is a state of mind; as such it affects the whole man, 

and thus indicates not merely an intellectual assent, but implies an 
emotional and psychological experience as well. This total experience 
of faith (intellectual, moral and emotional) when given literary 
expression can be fully imparted only by the use of imagery. This is 
true of virtually all literary expressions of total human experiences.
By this I mean that for the expression of abstret ideas, imagery in 
language is not needed; however, as soon as the emotions are joined to 
the intellect, as soon as it is a human experience that is being 
expressed, imagery is needed. It is comparatively easy to give exact 
prose expression to abstract ideas; it is more difficult to give exact 
literary expression to a state of mind. It is easy to state* this is 
being. It is harder to say* this is fear. All the aids of imagery must 
be marehailed to the task. Allusion, figures of speech, the word con
notations, the rhythm of the language all make it possible for the author 
to record, to transmit, to the reader this particular emotion or that 
particular awareness.

Francis Thompson*s prose is often as rich as his poetry in imagery. 
Examples taken from his prose works would range from short, striking 
analogies such as* city streets where “flowers are sold, and women* (2 ) 
or “scientists, those eyeless worms who loosen soil for the crops of 
God" (3) to longer, more elaborate figures such as* “I sallied into 
the country where winter pitched his tents on fields yet reddened with 
the rout of summer (U).“ Witness the music and image when Francis 
Thompson woos Sadness with these words* (£)

Of thy beauty undesired am I desirous, for knowledge is with
thee, and dominion, and piercing, and healing; thou woundest
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with the thorn of light; thou sittest portress by the gates
of hearts; and a sceptred quiet rests regal in thine eyes*
sepulchral solitudes, in the tenebrous desolation of thine 
eyes.

The imagery of Francis Thompson, for the prose and for the poetry,
have a common origin in the genius of the poet* They are of the same
stuff; cut, as it were, from the same cloth. This being the case,
The inclusion in this paper of references to "The Hound of Heaven” and
other of his poetic works seems to be well Justified. In this regard
it is interesting to note a piece of imagery as it is cut for prose,
and then see it as the poet fitted it to poetic purposes. A number of
such instances occur in Francis Thompson. For example, the "scientist
-— eyeless worm* image quoted a few lines back appears in Thompson’s
"An Anthem of Earth" in this form (6)»

Science, old noser in its prideful straw,
That with anatomising scalpel tents
Its three-inch of thy skin, and brags 'All's bare'—
The eyeless worm, that, boring, works the soil,
Making it capable for the crops of God;

The poet's ease in handling simple images well is noteworthy. This fig
ure appears in the best-known of his works, "The Hound of Heaven"* (7)

But, if one little casement parted wide,
The gust of His approach would clash it to*

What could be a more easy image? But (to slightly paraphrase Thompson)
"Easy, you think? Very— for Thompson. But try to do itl" (8)

Echoes from the seventeenth century seem to linger in this next
excerpt. Echoes perhaps not so much of the images themselves, but in the
way of the success in which they are used. The lines, again, are from
■The Hound of Heaven" (9)t

I triumphed and I saddened with all the weather,
Heaven and I wept together,

And its SY.eet tears were salt Y.ith mortal mine;
Against the red throb of its sunset-heart 

I laid my own to beat,
And shared commingling heat;



Echoes, too, there may be in the followIng excerpt, but as always with
the best of his poetry the result is pure Thompson. It is completely
his own. These lines are from "Ode to the Setting Sun"(10)»

If with exultant tread
Thou foot the Eastern Sea,
Or like a golden bee 

Sting west to angry red,
Thou dost image, thou dost follow 

That Kine-SJaker of Creation,
Who, ere Hellas hailed Apollo,

Gave thee, angel-god, thy stationj
The work from which the above lines were taken is one of the poet’s 
greatest, and well fit to stand withhie more profound Hound of 
Heaven, whose very title, incidentally is a startling symbol succes
sfully utilised.

Why the richness of imagery and symbol in Francis Thompson? Again, 
because the substance of his inspiration (faith in God) is basically 
simple. The overwhelming imagery in the masterpiece, "Shelly”, the 
rich use of symbols in his poetic works, all display the infinite vari
ations made possible because an essentially simple man had a basically 
simple concept and, along wL th these, immense genius.

Of his poetry Francis Thompson, at times, has been accused of 
using imagery for imagery’s sake. I don’t think that the charge would 
in any way disturb him. He saw nothing out of place in describing an 
experience boldly (too boldly, (11) say the critics). Perhaps this was 
because his experience at the tiro of writing wasone of an insight into 
the "boldness" of creation. (For after all, isn’t it rather presumpt
uous of God to be manifestly so beautiful? And isn't there something 
a bit impudent about the Incarnation?) Nevertheless, the charges 
have been made» his imagery is too bold, or it is not natural, it is 
our of place. Francis Thompson hasthis to say in his essay on Coleridge:
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"There is not one great poet who has escaped the charge of obscurity, 
lantasticalneas, or affection of utterance. It was hurled, at the
outset of their careers, against Coleridge, Wordsworth, Shelley, Keats, 
Tennyson, Browning, Wordsworth wrote simple diction, and his simplicity
was termed affected; Shelley gorgeous diction, and his gorgeousness was 
affected; Tennyson cunning diction, and nis cunning was affected; 
Browning rugged diction, and his ruggedne ss was affected,"(12) Surely 
Francis Thompson did not mean nd th charming baldness to add his own name 
to the bottom of the list, yet the point is well made, and holdstrueV
in his case as well as theirs. It is too aasy and not at all original 
to tag a style "affected,"

As a matter of fact Francis Thompsons fertile use of imagery
was not "affected." It was as essential for the expression of his ex
perience as his genius was an essential for his first inspiration.
Francis Thompson will never stand among the greats of English literature, 
but he will always be among the first of the minor poets and prose 
writers in English, if only for his two works —  "The Hound of Heaven," 
and "Shelley," each of them a masterpiece in its own right. Each of 
them reaching into the highest realms of its own genre.
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